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JMFG Small Co. Strategy
Small Ords Accum. Index
Outperformance

Month to
Date (%)

Quarter to
Date (%)

Cal. Year to
Date (%)

Fin. Year to
Date (%)

Rolling 1yr
(%)

Inception
(%)

-0.50
-2.44
1.94

-0.50
-2.44
1.94

-0.50
-2.44
1.94

+3.09
+3.25
-0.16

+10.21
+16.35
-6.14

+57.92
+18.64
+39.28

Although the JMFG Small Companies Strategy is generally representative of client portfolios, Individual performance may differ from the results above. These
differences can arise due to various issues, some of which may relate to initial timing of investments and cash inflows and outflows. Performance is calculated on
TWRR basis; non- annualised, excludes fees and the effects of franking credits and tax. Strategy Inception for Performance Data is July 1st 2014.

Month in Review- A review of events that influenced the share market in January.
January saw the ASX 200 take a breather following Trump related strength in November/December last year. The market was strong at
the start of the month but this was followed by a gradual sell off, finishing 0.77% lower at month end as presidential euphoria wore off. A
number of stocks were hit by downgrades during the pre-result ‘confession’, including Bellamy’s, Aconex, Virtus Health and Servcorp all
suffering large share price falls. On the other hand Bega shares rose 20% on the news it had bought iconic Australian brand Vegemite,
along with a range of cheese and grocery brands, from Mondelez International.
Resource stocks did well on the back of stronger commodity prices with 7 out of the top 10 ASX 200 moves coming from that sector. Gold
reversed its recent trend rising 5.2% during the month whilst copper rose 8.7%, continuing its strong run from November. Oil was steady.
Elsewhere the Dow Jones moved above 20,000 points for the first time, but receded to finish marginally ahead for the month overall.
Much has happened since the inauguration of President Trump on January 20th and uncertainties surround the extent to which
protectionist philosophies will be implemented in the U.S. and subsequent reactions of other jurisdictions. How this affects world
trade/growth along with any impact from U.S. infrastructure spend, defence and immigration policies is impossible to assess. Volatility
would seem to be the only certainty.
With reporting season now upon us and following a market rise of 17% over the rolling year and 6% over the last 3 months, focus will be
on guidance statements and continuation of growth over 2017. Market PE multiples have pushed beyond 16x in FY17 based on forecast
EPS growth ~8% for FY17. This however is not expensive if market forecast growth for FY18, which at this stage is also 8%, is achieved.
The major components of the forecast FY17 market PE multiple of 16x comprise non-financial Industrials ~19x, Financials ~13.5x and
Metals & Mining ~15x.

Chart/Table of the Month – Global Economic Factors

Growth in the order of 7% across China and India
continues to provide a good offset to modest
growth across major developed economies
throughout Europe, the United Kingdom and the
United States.
High unemployment levels across several European
economies continues to present a problem but at
the same time should keep global inflation in check
for some time and hence any rise in global interest
rates should be on the modest side in CY17.
The rate of change in interest rates may well be the
major factor in determining the success or
otherwise of the Australian market in 2017.
While 8% eps growth, if achieved, provides a
promising tailwind for market appreciation, any
sizeable rise in interest rates and hence the cost of
capital, would create a challenge for the market to
overcome.
Subject to no major surprises, we generally
maintain a positive bias toward the market in 2017.
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Best & Worst Performers for January 2017
JMFG Small Companies Strategy
Best

ASX Small Ordinaries Index

Worst

Best

Worst

Base Resources - BSE

Mach7 Tech – M7T

Energy World Corp - EWC

Aconex - ACX

Medical Developments - MVP

Mainstream BPO - MAI

Paladin Energy - PDN

Bellamy’s - BAL

MaxiTRANS Industries - MXI

BT Investment Management - BTT

Metals X - MLX

Impedimed – IPD

Hits & Misses – A summation of the top hits and misses for the month of January…
Base Resources – up 28% for the month
A solid December quarter production report combined with strong mineral sands prices has led to ongoing earnings growth/debt
reduction. Base is well positioned to take advantage of growing product demand with new supply coming to market still some time off.
Energy World Corp – up 50% (Not held)
A significant rise from a low base having been in a general decline trend since CY12. The recent rise may have also been assisted by
improving gas prices throughout CY16 and ongoing development of its LNG hub terminal in the Philippines.
Mach7 Tech – down 13% for the month
No new contract announcements combined with a weaker cash-flow quarter has had an impact on the share price. New contract
announcements are the key requirement for Mach7 to show price reversal.
Aconex – down 40% for the month (Not held)
A significant earnings downgrade late January comes on the back of downgrades through 2016, raising questions around management
capability and earnings integrity. A stock to be avoided for now.

Year of the Rooster
Every 12 years there is a Rooster year, which comes after a Monkey year and before a Dog year. In Chinese astrology, each zodiac year
is associated with an animal sign and one of the five elements: Gold (Metal), Wood, Water, Fire, or Earth. 2017 is a Fire Rooster year,
the last being in 1957. Whether 2017 is a good or bad year, only time will tell, and with the rise of right wing politics across developed
nations, how things pan out is highly uncertain – when it comes to markets, when are they not? If the market growth of 8% holds for
FY17 and is achieved for the first half of FY18, we should be able to look back at the end of CY17 and conclude that it was in fact a very
good year. Back to back 8% earnings growth across FY17 and FY18 would certainly satisfy the superstitious amongst us.
Planned infrastructure expenditure under a Trump presidency should provide the catalyst for continued economic/employment
growth in the U.S. How the U.S. ultimately pays for this, particularly if under Trump, corporate tax rates in the U.S. are cut from the
current 35% to 15% is a potential problem, but one for a later date, particularly if US growth in the near term helps to boost
government revenues. We expect the private sector will need to participate in the infrastructure spend. Road congestion/logistics is a
major component of any efficient developed economy and their existing asset exposure in the North American market.
So long as Trump does not offend the Chinese and cordial
trade relations continue between the two countries, global
growth in 2017 should at least continue at levels seen in
2016. If the U.S. or Europe can improve growth rates from
relatively modest levels, through expansionary policies,
economic growth appears to have the potential to be a little
stronger in 2017.
The hard commodity markets have been strong since midOctober 2016. Aside from the dairy industry, soft
commodities continue to enjoy generally strong A$ prices
and what at this stage looks to be high summer crop yields
with abundant water throughout the Murray/Darling food
belt and no extreme heat conditions. Many crop and grazing
farmers are talking the best season in many years, providing
a catalyst for growth in farm investment throughout 2017.
The Year of the Rooster has started well, and may it
continue.

Important Information - JM Financial Group has made every effort to ensure the accuracy of the information contained in this document. However, no warranty is made as to the
accuracy and reliability of the information. Past performance is no guarantee of future performance. This report does not take into account a reader’s investment objectives, particular
needs or financial situation and is general information only. It should not be considered as investment advice nor be relied on as an investment recommendation. If you would like to
discuss further please contact us on +61 (3) 9627 9900.

